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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Shawarma Fusion from Guelph. Currently, there are 18
meals and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can

also contact them through their website. What Anna Dosch likes about Shawarma Fusion:
My favourite shawarma in guelph! portions are so good and price is good as well. their chicken quality is amazing
and is the perfect amount of tender. definitely recommend coming, i think it’s better than Shawarma G. the only
thing is that i wish their hot sauce was hotter or that they had varying spice levels, since their sauce is more like

a spicy mayo. Nonetheless so good. falafel and salad options are also amazin... read more. What S Patel
(patelsr) doesn't like about Shawarma Fusion:

Wasn’t sure what fusion meant, but walking in you can see that that this place wants to be everything Indian,
Middle Eastern and Western Butter Chicken, Shawarma and burgers.Whether you buy plates or wraps you only

get 5 toppings or you pay $1 extra for all the rest of the toppings a first I have noticed at Shawarma joint.
Disappointing.The falafel on fries or rice were OK. The fries and rice not seasoned at all. I a... read more. If you
want to spoil your palate with a bit of culinary flair, this is the place to be: The successful Asian fusion cuisine of
the Shawarma Fusion from Guelph - a delicious mix of traditional and the unexpected, Particularly the creative

combinations of various ingredients offer the customers an unforgettable taste experience of this successful
fusion cuisine. Furthermore, there are light Mediterranean menus available, tasty vegetarian dishes are also on

the menu available.
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Orienta� dishe�
FALAFEL

Chicke�
CHICKEN SHAWARMA

India�
BUTTER CHICKEN

M�ica� dishe�
BURRITO

Topping�
TOPPINGS

Sauce�
KNOBLAUCHSAUCE

P�z�
WESTERN PIZZA

FUSION PIZZA

Sauce�
MAYO

HOT SAUCE

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
WRAP

SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

BUTTER

GARLIC
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